
Chapter 78:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

THE DEVELOPMENT DIRECTION OF TIER 1

The original stone has been absorbed, and the light gate in the white mist is almost

completely repaired.

Lu Yuan took advantage of the last moment, left the suite and went to the auction house.

He intends to put some elite genetic weapons in the auction house for auction.

Lu Yuan entered the side entrance of the auction house. Inside was a hall of about 200
square meters.

There are eight four-meter-high structures standing on either side of the hall, with rows

of seats in the center.

At this moment, there are several genetic warriors sitting and waiting in the seats.

There is a door on the other side of the hall, and a structure about two meters high stands

beside the door.

Lu Yuan walked over, the Constructor looked at Lu Yuan and said:

"Human, do you want to send an item?"

Lu Yuan nodded: "Yes."

"Take this sign and wait in the lobby."

Lu Yuan took a light yellow metal plate handed over by the construct, with the number

021 engraved on it.

Lu Yuan came to the seat and sat down, his eyes swept around.

Several genetic warriors sitting around are also looking at Landing Fate at the moment.

Lu Yuan retracted his gaze and waited quietly.

Soon a human came out of the passage.
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He handed a sign to the construct, and the construct said, "No. 045."

A kobold sitting in the waiting hall stood up and entered the passage.

Time passed, and genetic warriors came out one by one, and genetic warriors went in

again.

Not long after, a cat man walked out and handed the metal card to the construct.

The construct took a look: "No.021."

Lu Yuan got up and walked towards the passage.

The construct opened his mouth and said, "Please enter Room 021, and return the metal

card to me when you come out."

Lu Yuan nodded and walked into the passage.

There are rooms on both sides of the passage.

The door of the room was closed tightly, and the movement inside could not be heard.
The numbers started from 001 and counted down.

Lu Yuan walked in, and it didn't take long before he ran into a fork in the road.
Fortunately, there was a sign on the side of the fork.

Lu Yuan walked along the road from 020 to 050, and after two steps, he saw a room with

an open door.

is number 021 above.

Lu Yuan walked in. Inside was a small room of only about ten square meters. The room
had no windows and was very closed.

There is a table in the center of the room, and a construct sits behind the table.

Lu Yuan closed the door, and the construct opened his mouth and said, "Human, show
your metal card."

Lu Yuan handed him the metal card, and the construct nodded:

"Take out the items you want to send, human."



Lu Yuan then took out the items to be sent one by one.

In Lu Yuan's original plan, he had a boss-level staff that could be auctioned off, but it was
a pity that the plan couldn't keep up with the changes.

He took his staff and exchanged it for the rough stone.

There are only eight elite genetic weapons and the unicorn and skins of the ancient sea
giant crocodile leader for the remaining Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan handed the things to the construct one by one.

The construct picked up an elite-level spear, and Lu Yuan remembered that it was the

catwoman’s meal money that was picked up from a kobold.

"The elite grade spear with a tempering degree of 75%, the recommended starting price is

7000 Lingjing, do you modify the starting price?"

"No need to modify."

Lu Yuan shook his head.

The elite spear in the Constructor's hand disappeared, and he picked up another black

giant shield.

"For an elite shield with a tempering degree of 77%, the recommended starting price is

7500 Spirit Crystals. Do you want to modify the starting price?"

Lu Yuan shook his head: "No modification."

After that, I have seen all the items sent for the construction and gave the starting price.
The starting price of elite armed forces ranges from 5000 to 10000. The starting price of
the two boss-level materials is slightly higher, and the starting price of the single player is
up to At 12,000, the leather reached 13,500, and every time the construct would ask Lu

Yuan if he wanted to modify the starting price.

Luyuan naturally does not modify it.

The sending process was very fast, and it didn't take long for it to end.

Lu Yuan left the small room after sending all the items to be photographed.



After got out of the passage, Lu Yuan returned the metal card to the construct on the side

of the passage, and the construct was quickly called number 021 again.

And Lu Yuan left the auction house under the gaze of several genetic warriors in the hall.

After leaving the auction house, the light gate in Lu Yuan's mind was almost restored.

waited for a while, and when the light gate was completely repaired, Lu Yuan left the

place of origin.

Back to the real world, it was 12 noon the next day.

Lu Yuan stretched out, showing a slight smile.

After the items sent for auction before were sold, Lu Yuan was able to have another one

hundred thousand spirit crystals in his account, which was regarded as a profit.

He left the room, planning to go to the crazy wolf material shop to process materials.

Just then, Lu Yuan's cell phone rang.

He turned on the phone and saw that it was yesterday's express call.

"Hello."

"Hello, is this Mr. Lu Yuanlu?"

"Yes."

"are you at home now?"

"I am here."

"Your courier will be delivered immediately, and we will deliver it to your door now, and
it will arrive in about an hour."

Lu Yuan was taken aback.

Express delivery?

Soon he showed a daze.

His current express delivery is only the rough stone that he traded yesterday.



It seems that the rough stone has arrived?

so fast?

Lu Yuan has some surprises.

"Okay, I'll wait for you at home."

Lu Yuan had to change his itinerary and went back to the room to wait for the courier.

Just sitting down at the desk, Lu Yuan suddenly remembered the news to Li Qinghe
yesterday.

He glanced at the communication, but Li Qinghe did not reply.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly.

Is it busy?

Lu Yuan thought for a while, then came to Li Qinghe's room again and knocked on the

door.

Still nothing happened.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and entered without breaking the door.

Maybe Sister Qinghe is still busy, wait a minute.

He returned to the room and began to browse Battle.net endlessly.

Suddenly, Lu Yuan thought that he was about to break through to the first- order fighter
level.

At that time, we can burn new transcendent genes, and we have to choose the future

development route.

Lu Yuan now only has an elite water arrow gene in his hand.

For Luyuan who has an evolutionary cube, the quality of genes is actually not important.

can evolve anyway.



What he needs is the characteristics of extraordinary genes, which are suitable for his

characteristics.

With Lu Yuan's plan, it is best to burn the extraordinary genes that increase the speed.

At that time, the melee ability can be polished very comprehensively, almost perfect.

If you burn water arrows, you can build yourself into a very powerful water arrows turret,
and this direction is also good.

However, there are so many kinds of extraordinary genes, maybe there are more suitable

ones?

Anyway, I am idle now, it is better to look at the extraordinary genes.

Lu Yuan clicked on Battle.net, selected the Extraordinary Gene Classification, and
checked it at will.

Combat Technique: Heavy hit

ordinary quality super gene, the price is 3.5 million.

Lu Yuan points to an introduction.

This is an explosive assault-type combat technique, which consumes spiritual power and

can burst out more powerful forces.

This effect is similar to that of Lu Yuan's Hei Gangjin. The only difference is that the

physical technique consumes physical strength, and the strength depends on the physical

strength.

Combat skills consume spiritual power and can also be integrated with physical power.

Obviously, the Heigangjin, which can increase four times, is much stronger than a heavy

blow.

Even the two extraordinary genes that Lu Yuan sold yesterday are better than this.

turned out to be 3.5 million.

crazy for money.

Lu Yuan shook his head and checked other extraordinary genes.



On Battle.net, they are basically extraordinary genes of ordinary quality.

After all, ordinary quality transcendent genes can be obtained as long as they kill elite

beasts. The difficulty of obtaining is actually not too high, and the number is too large.

The first genes burned by most genetic warriors are also of ordinary quality.

These extraordinary genes~www.mtlnovel.com~There are all kinds of them.

Guardian type of tortoise art, rough bark, petrified skin, shield defense, etc., strong attack
type of rage, strong attack, two combos, etc. are more.

There are auxiliary types of Musu winding, quagmire, weak and other slowness.

Lu Yuan glanced over, not particularly satisfied with these extraordinary genes.

Even if there are one or two extraordinary genes with elite qualities, they are all very

common combat skills, which are dispensable for Lu Yuan.

Just then, he had a pause while browsing the page, looking at one of the extraordinary

genes.

Combat Skills: Natural Recovery

This is an extraordinary gene of ordinary quality.

The purpose of Lu Yuan's side was that this turned out to be an extraordinary gene in the

treatment department!

Lu Yuan suddenly thought of a question.

His current defensive ability is already extremely strong, and he wants to kill him in

seconds unless his strength exceeds him by a lot.

And if he obtains healing combat skills, does that mean that as long as he can't be killed
in a short time, he can slowly recover, and in turn kill others?

This model is not realistic for other genetic warriors.

After all, the consumption of spiritual power is a big problem.

But for Lu Yuan, this problem is the least problem.



As long as there is a spiritual crystal, his spiritual power is unlimited.

Super defense plus healing ability, isn't this an immortal body?

If he raises both this healing technique and the current Dark Iron Body to the boss level,
then with his combat power, I am afraid that he will be able to leapfrog the battle.

And compared to the speed of improvement, the application range of the treatment

ability is wider.

After all, not all situations are suitable for high-speed combat.

Burning naturally reverts to this path, it seems feasible!
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